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Introduction

Since the turn of the millennium, the largest multinational corporations have used unified 
software systems to integrate multiple modes of communication, including:

• Voice

• Instant messaging

• SMS/text messaging

• Email

• Voicemail 

But as technology has evolved over the last decade, the goal of unified communications 
(UC) has shifted. Now, businesses of all sizes want to provide employees with a seamless, 
intuitive user experience across devices: from Internet Protocol (IP) phones and headsets to 
smartphones and tablets.

Until recently, the benefits of UC systems were confined to the enterprise market due to 
their cost and complexity. Smaller businesses merely attempted to cut costs by replacing 
their old, traditional phone systems with IP phone systems. 

Recently, however, UC providers have begun to aggressively target solutions at small to 
midsize businesses (SMBs).

Many market research and consulting firms have ranked enterprise UC providers, but few 
ranking systems focus heavily on the SMB end of the spectrum. So we looked at user 
experiences with UC solutions across the full range of business sizes, by surveying 
IT decision-makers and employees who use UC at their jobs. 

Based on this data, we created a ranking system for providers that’s specifically designed 
for smaller organizations. Let’s take a look at those rankings now.
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The following chart explains how our ranking system works, and shows the top 10 providers 
that surfaced in our surveys for SMBs and small to midsize enterprises (SMEs):

Top UC Provider Rankings for 
Small to Midsize Organizations
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“UC Lite” vs. Enterprise UC
We asked Megan Fernandez, principal research analyst at Gartner (a leading information 
technology research and advisory company), to comment on the results of our surveys. 
Fernandez, who leads midmarket UC research for the Magic Quadrant, calls UC solutions 
targeted at SMBs “UC lite.” 

“UC lite centers around telephony with unified messaging capabilities and mobility 
capabilities,” she explains. (Unified messaging refers to the use of a single inbox for 
voicemail and email.) 

So, what’s the difference between UC lite and enterprise UC? For Fernandez, the distinction 
lies in the system’s conferencing capabilities.

“More robust UC” solutions include “multiple types of integrated conferencing (audio, Web 
and video conferencing),” whereas UC lite solutions offer limited capabilities in this area. In 
particular, she explains that with UC lite solutions, “there are either scalability limitations, or 
limitations with provisioning Web or video conferencing.” 

In Fernandez’s experience, however, these limitations aren’t typically an issue for smaller 
organizations, which don’t always need more advanced modes of conferencing.

One thing to note when interpreting this chart is that our “0-5” scale is relative. For 
example, the provider that received the greatest number of positive responses about 
reliability was awarded a rating of “5,” and the provider that received the fewest positive 
responses was awarded a “0.2.” 

No provider has a perfect “5” rating, because the final ratings shown in our chart are 
weighted averages of two separate ratings, one based on general employee responses 
(which we weighted less) and the other based on IT responses (which we weighted more).

We’ll explain our methodology in detail later. First, let’s look at how some of the providers 
listed in the above chart differ from traditional, enterprise UC providers.

http://www.gartner.com/technology/home.jsp?utm_medium=ebook&utm_source=ebook&utm_campaign=uc_vendors&utm_content=intext
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Considerations for Evaluating 
“UC Lite” Providers

In our rankings above, we analyzed providers based on the criteria we feel are most 
important for smaller organizations as they compare UC solutions. Frequently, a business 
decides to invest in a UC system because of the productivity gains it offers. 

For instance, UC systems help employees be more productive by giving them the same 
communication options on the road and in the office. Another common productivity benefit 
of UC is that employees waste less time hunting down voicemails, faxes etc. 

Instead of looking at common ranking factors such as cost-savings and vendor financial 
rankings, we examined the following: 

1. Business value: How valuable is the system to its users in terms of its ease of 
use, the functionality it offers and the overall quality of service delivered by the 
provider?

2. Support: How effective is the support offered by the provider or the provider’s 
channel partner?

3. Reliability: How frequently do respondents experience service outages?

Ease of use is a crucial consideration in evaluating UC solutions. Indeed, much of the 
productivity benefits of UC are a result of intuitive user interfaces for desktop clients and 
mobile apps.

Functionality can be somewhat less important for smaller organizations, but is obviously 
still an important criterion for assessing providers.

Fernandez notes that: 

“[smaller organizations generally] just want something that works and that’s 
reliable and easy to use. No matter how many bells and whistles there are, they’re 
simply not going to need them for their line of business.”

That said, UC lite solutions still need to offer enough features to facilitate collaboration and 
streamline communications—and thus provide meaningful productivity gains.
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In Fernandez’s experience, smaller organizations are most enthusiastic about unified 
messaging and mobile capabilities such as find me/follow me, which allows a call to be 
forwarded to a mobile device when an employee doesn’t answer her or his desk phone. This 
can significantly boost productivity for employees who work remotely or spend lots of time 
in the field.

Support is another crucial factor in evaluating solutions. Fernandez notes that businesses 
with minimal or no internal IT resources will need to prioritize this to keep their systems up 
and running, and to avoid spreading resources they do have too thin.

Finally, reliability is an important consideration. Many businesses begin losing revenue 
just minutes (if not seconds) after a phone service outage. Outages aren’t always the UC 
provider’s fault: In some deployments, the UC provider is also the Internet Service Provider 
(ISP), but in many cases, these providers are distinct. In such cases, problems with voice 
and video calls can be caused by either provider.

That said, many UC providers try to alleviate the problem of service outages through 
measures such as redundant networking:

• For on-premise UC solutions: Businesses can connect their systems both to the 
Internet and to the traditional Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN), so phone 
service can be maintained during outages. 

• For cloud-based UC systems: Providers generally offer disaster recovery plans, 
which allow businesses to host phone system data remotely and forward calls to 
new endpoints in emergency scenarios.

As you might have guessed, the cost and productivity benefits of UC hinge on whether 
you’re opting for cloud or on-premise deployment. 

Fernandez says the decision to go with a cloud or an on-premise system typically happens 
before you begin short listing providers, as “The cost model and overall TCO, customized 
features and disaster recovery will differ based on approach.”

We weren’t able to ask the employee end-users in our survey about how UC systems have 
been deployed in their organizations (given that most employees wouldn’t know, even if they 
understand the distinction). However, we were able to get data on UC deployment types 
from our IT respondents:

http://www.softwareadvice.com/resources/glossary/?utm_medium=ebook&utm_source=ebook&utm_campaign=uc_vendors&utm_content=intext
http://www.softwareadvice.com/tco/?utm_medium=ebook&utm_source=ebook&utm_campaign=uc_vendors&utm_content=intext
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IT Respondents: UC Deployment Types

Most respondents are using cloud-based solutions, though nearly one-third have on-premise 
systems. 

Only a small handful opt for a hybrid deployment in which a cloud system integrates multiple 
on-premise systems at branch locations. This is partially a reflection of the lack of enterprise 
respondents in our sample. SMBs generally don’t face pressure to protect investments in 
legacy equipment across multiple branch sites, as enterprises do. 

Thus, SMBs have the luxury of replacing their whole communications system at once, rather 
than in a piecemeal fashion. 

On-premise systems that are compatible both with IP and PSTN service aren’t as common 
as dedicated IP systems, but are still used by a significant portion.
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Respondent Demographics
Our respondents are from a broad spectrum of organizational sizes and industries. This 
explains why the providers in our top 10 list are somewhat different than the usual suspects 
in UC rankings.

The following charts break down our sample of IT decision-makers and employee end-users 
by job title/department, business size and industry:

Survey Methodology
In order to assess the business value, support quality and reliability of UC providers, we 
surveyed 98 IT decision-makers and 107 employee end-users who have experience working 
with UC systems at their jobs.

We asked IT respondents about the costs of their systems (which end-users wouldn’t know), 
as well as about how they perceive the business value of the system in relation to its costs. 
We focused on business value in terms of ease of use, number of features and quality of 
service. 

Because we ensured all of our IT respondents were aware of their systems’ costs, we 
weighted these responses more than end-user responses, since IT respondents were able to 
assess business value in relation to costs.

Our survey also asked respondents about their experiences with their providers’ support 
teams and the frequency of service outages in their organizations. 

One quick note: Microsoft has recently rebranded Lync as “Skype for Business.” Lync has 
traditionally been the centerpiece of many UC deployments, and many of our respondents 
are still using it. Due to the the rebranding, however, we lumped together Lync and Skype 
for Business responses.
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Most of the IT respondents in our sample work as managers or network engineers—only a 
small percentage have C-suite titles indicating high-level positions at major enterprises. This 
helps to explain the lack of enterprise UC vendors in our rankings.

By Organizational Size: IT Respondents 

By Job Title: IT Respondents
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By Industry: IT Respondents

Many of the IT respondents in our sample work for IT consultancies and software 
developers/resellers, which helps explain their familiarity with the costs of their systems.

Employees working at organizations with 500 or fewer employees make up more than 
two-thirds of our sample of IT personnel. This demographic trend also helps to explain the 
presence of midmarket, “UC lite” vendors in our rankings.

On the other hand, 20 percent of our IT sample consists of enterprise respondents working 
at organizations with more than 1,000 employees. This explains why Cisco (generally 
considered an enterprise vendor, despite the fact that Cisco channel partners work with 
smaller businesses) made it to the top of our list.

http://www.softwareadvice.com/voip/cisco-unified-communications-manager-profile/?utm_medium=ebook&utm_source=ebook&utm_campaign=uc_vendors&utm_content=intext
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By Organizational Size: Employee Respondents

By Department: Employee Respondents

Instead of showing job titles for employees, which aren’t very uniform, the above chart 
shows which departments employees in our sample work in. One-third of our employee 
sample works in IT: This makes sense, since this type of employee is more likely to know the 
brand names of their employers’ phone systems. 
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As with our sample of IT personnel, employee end-users in our sample tend to hail from 
smaller organizations: Over half work at organizations with 500 or fewer employees. 
Enterprise respondents, which constitute nearly one-fourth of our employee sample, are 
again the likely factor behind Cisco surfacing as the top provider in our survey.

By Industry: Employee Respondents

Many of the respondents in our sample of employees work at IT services organizations. 
Again, this result was most likely caused by our screening for employees who know the 
names of their employers’ phone systems.
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